GRADE DATES FOR FACULTY & STAFF

SUMMER 2022

MINI TERM 2022
MyUTK OPENS FOR GRADE ENTRY ................................................................. JUNE 6, 2022
LAST DAY OF MINI TERM ................................................................. JUNE 8, 2022
MyUTK CLOSES ......................................................................................... JUNE 17, 2022

1ST SESSION SUMMER 2022
MyUTK OPENS ......................................................................................... JULY 5, 2022
LAST DAY OF 1ST SESSION ................................................................. JULY 8, 2022
ALL 1ST GRADES SUBMITTED ......................................................... JUNE 15, 2022
DARS CLOSED FOR GRADE PROCESSING ......................................................... JULY 15, 2022
ALL FIRST SESSION GRADES ON BANNER ............................................... JULY 15, 2022

2ND AND FULL TERM SUMMER 2022
MyUTK OPENS FOR 2ND & FULL SESSIONS ........................................... AUGUST 5, 2022
LAST DAY OF SUMMER SESSION ........................................................ AUGUST 9, 2022
ALL GRADES SUBMITTED BY ................................................................. AUGUST 16, 2022
DARS CLOSED FOR GRADE PROCESSING ................................................ AUGUST 16, 2022
ALL SUMMER GRADES ON BANNER ...................................................... AUGUST 16, 2022
PROBATION & DISMISSAL NOTIFICATIONS ................................................. AUGUST 17, 2022

GRADUATION
OFFICIAL GRADUATION DATE ................................................................. AUGUST 13, 2022
LIST OF GRADUATES ON WEB ................................................................. SEPTEMBER 12, 2022
DIPLOMAS MAILED ........................................................................ OCTOBER 3, 2022